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Summary:
This collection focuses on Susan Sontag and the line between Sontag as a private person and a
public intellectual. The books were gathered in an attempt to understand Sontag both as a
writer/critic who made incredible cultural contributions and as a person — a mother, wife, friend,
and queer, Jewish woman — who strived for moral and intellectual perfection. Contained in the
collection are Sontag’s essays, novels, and plays, as well as some writings of those close to her
(Roland Barthes, Phillip Rieff, Maria Irene Fornes). I’ve paired these works with biographical and
critical works about Sontag. Through these various mediums, the collection works to triangulate
the ‘real’ Sontag through the texts she left behind and the ink spilled about her.

Notes on Sontag
“Many things in the world have not been named; and many things, even if they have been
named, have never been described,” so begins Susan Sontag’s 1964 essay “Notes on ‘Camp.’” So
too began my long obsession with Susan Sontag -- her works and her life. The essay, my first
introduction to Sontag, attracted me with its witticism, its style, and its subject matter: ‘Camp’ an
aesthetic sensibility which Sontag noted was especially common among queer subcultures. But I
was caught on one phrase in particular:
“Jews and homosexuals are the outstanding creative minorities in contemporary
urban culture. Creative, that is, in the truest sense: they are creators of sensibilities.
The two pioneering forces of modern sensibility are Jewish moral seriousness and
homosexual aestheticism and irony.”
I was interested not by the meaning of the words themselves, but by the particular irony of Sontag’s
authoritative distance from two identities she was more than just describing. Sontag was Jewish
(though she took the last name of her goyish stepfather). And she was, if not openly queer, then a
woman with many female partners. Sontag’s struggle with her own marginal identities, both her
silence and shame in them, intrigued me, particularly because she ran in artistic circles where these
sort of differences were beginning to be celebrated in the 60s and 70s. Being gay and Jewish, a
journal-keeper, and an avid reader myself, I found in Sontag something of a kinship, an admiration,
and a frustration when her shame mirrored my own.
Where we differ of course, is not only a matter of era, but one of fame. Sontag’s fame, like
all fame, created a sort of dichotomy in her life. There was the private Sontag, a mother at
seventeen, a brilliant woman with a thirst for knowledge and an insatiable hunger for travel. Then
there was the public Sontag who spoke with a much affected mid-Atlantic accent. The woman who
wrote Against Interpretation and diminished the distinction between low and high art. The woman
who Warhol photographed. The woman whose semi-modernist, experimental novels never

matched the success of her non-fiction, but who declared herself a novelist anyway. The president
of PEN America who spoke up when Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses endangered him and
his publishers. The writer who condemned America during the Vietnam War and after 9/11. A
woman whose self-assuredness earned her both admiration and resentment from her
contemporaries, predecessors, and successors like Camille Paglia who’s essay “Sontag, Bloody
Sontag” criticized Sontag’s arrogance and feminism.
Her works too can be divided between the public and private spheres. She found space on
the page to explore many things, but very rarely published work on her private life and her own
experiences. The life of the private Sontag remained locked in her journals until her son, David
Rieff began to edit and collect them posthumously. These journals were of use to me when, in my
Junior year I became interested in the ways in which Sontag navigated her position as literary icon
while maintaining some semblance of privacy in her relationships. I began work on a short
biography of Sontag that explored how her identity surfaced in her works, even as she tried to veil
them behind the page. Though it was not a subject she dwelt on publicly, her identity as a queer,
Jewish woman seem central to pieces like her monograph AIDS and its Metaphors, her
documentary Promised Lands (about Israel), and her (perhaps most successful) short story “The
Way We Live Now” which centers on characters who have been diagnosed with AIDS.
In my research, I happened upon a discounted copy of Reborn, the collected notebooks she
kept between 1947 and 1964. Her journals dazzled me, and soon after I finished the first volume,
I purchased the second. At times incredibly vulnerable, at others academic or aphoristic, they gave
a revealing account of the life of an autodidact, a young girl discovering her sexuality, and a
woman attempting to find a place for herself. The more I read, the more I wanted to know. Her
constant aspirations to self-betterment; her commitment to reading more and wider; and her

constant eye to human interactions, culture, and art — simply put, her mind — made Sontag a
mystery to me. I wanted to unravel the pages and find the writer underneath. Lucky for me, Sontag
left a lasting impression in the world, both in print and in film.
Her notebooks, essays, novels, plays, stories, and interviews provided endless material to
comb through as I attempted to triangulate a private identity of this famed public figure. My
collection grew from this point. I gathered her classics (Regarding the Pain of Others, On
Photography, Against Interpretation) and works by her contemporaries and artistic examples
(Andy Warhol, Roland Barthes, Thomas Mann, Diane Arbus). Then, my friend, knowing my
interest was turning into an obsession, gifted me Annie Leibovitz's A Photographer’s Life which
contains pictures of Sontag in her bed, by her books, at her desk, and in her final days, before she
died of cancer in December of 2004. The photographs provide an more unguarded, intimate image
of Sontag which, before the book’s release, was difficult to discover. They showed a Sontag less
celebrity, and more human.
***
Stretching from 1933 to 2004, Sontag’s life intersected with crucial moments of American
history. She bore witness — always with a critical, writer’s eye. She was hungry to see and to
record. She took the podium at protests, was there in Sarajevo during the siege, watched as the
AIDS epidemic took friends and artists she loved, visited Warhol’s Factory, documented the Yom
Kippur War, and went with Leibovitz to ground zero after 9/11 to record the aftermath of a
tragedy.
Sontag is in line with Jean-Paul Sartre’s idea of the ‘committed writer’ as articulated in his
essays “What is Literature?” and “Why write?” This is clear in her continued commitment to
political and social engagement, and her concern for and inquiry into justice, ethics, and culture.

This commitment and engagement continued even during her first cancer diagnosis when she
worked to demystify the disease by writing what would become Illness as Metaphor. The book
presents a detailed study of the various representations of cancer, tuberculosis, and syphilis in
literature and the ways in which these diseases have become symbols in everyday discourse. Even
after being declared cancer-free, Sontag continued to answer inquiries from her readers and to help
cancer patients receive the best care possible.
Though I consider Sontag an admirable and committed writer, it is hard to say Sontag did
reach that moral and intellectual perfection she so strived for. Her biographies and journals reveal
a deeply insecure woman who could be cruel to her friends, egotistical about her intellect, and
overly-concerned with her image. But all these things, which have made her the subject of much
criticism, seem only to make her more human. Sontag was not perfect, but the attention and
criticism she drew are of relevance even today. Her life is a case study in the over-scrutiny of
women who choose a life in the public eye as compared to men who live similarly.
In one illustrative clip from 1971, Sontag stands up in New York City Town Hall at a
meeting of writers and cultural critics to confront Norman Mailer. The room is full when Sontag
says to the much-respected writer:
“Norman, it is true that women find, with the best of will, the way you talk
to them patronizing and one of the things is your use of the word lady….I
don’t like being called a lady writer, Norman. I know it seems like gallantry
to you, but it doesn’t feel right to us.”
In the video, Norman Mailer simply shakes his head and interrupts her, not to apologize, but to
explain that when he called another writer the best “lady critic” he meant only “the best in kind.”
It was Mailer who, years before, in 1960, stabbed his second wife, almost killing her, and
subsequently claimed it was to relieve her of her cancer. His literary career continued. It was Mailer
who was often excused for his many misogynistic, racist, and homophobic remarks on the basis of

his talent for writing. It was Mailer, an egoist as well, who sat on stage while Sontag stood in the
audience to ask of him an equal amount of respect as that given to male writers.
When placed next to male contemporaries like Mailer, Sontag, though perhaps not as
perfect a feminist as Paglia and others desired, provides an interesting case study of what it means
to be a writer and critic and the special scrutiny that came with, and still comes with, being a
woman in the public eye. There is something familiar in the criticisms of Sontag that ring true
today in elections, in interviews, and in general media coverage of female figures.
Sontag was unapologetic in many ways, forthright, and prideful perhaps to a fault. But
Sontag’s public image, imposing as it was at times, and the authority with which she spoke paved
the way and made a place for many who came after her. She pressed forward as a woman in a
male-dominated field. She left her husband despite her knowledge that the action was indecorous
at the time. She fought for custody of her child; she became a single mother, a professor, and a
writer. She sought always to improve herself through reading and to safeguard literature as a
stronghold for intellectual curiosity and debate. In collecting books about or by Sontag, I have
grown in an understanding not only of her, but of morality, society, art, and myself. Even now,
fifteen years after her death, Sontag remains often cited, and widely read. I smile anytime I happen
upon her name in a new book or essay, feeling a connection to others who have discovered in
Sontag some bit of well-articulated wisdom. The private Sontag rests peacefully in Montparnasse
Cometary in Paris, but her words still shimmer and intrigue from between the covers of her books,
continuing to echo in literature today.
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